Abstract. Several indicator-based evolutionary multiobjective optimization algorithms have been proposed in the literature. The notion of optimal μ-distributions formalizes the optimization goal of such algorithms: find a set of μ solutions that maximizes the underlying indicator among all sets with μ solutions. In particular for the often used hypervolume indicator, optimal μ-distributions have been theoretically analyzed recently. All those results, however, cope with bi-objective problems only. It is the main goal of this paper to extend some of the results to the 3-objective case. This generalization is shown to be not straight-forward as a solution's hypervolume contribution has not a simple geometric shape anymore in opposition to the bi-objective case where it is always rectangular. In addition, we investigate the influence of the reference point on optimal μ-distributions and prove that also in the 3-objective case situations exist for which the Pareto front's extreme points cannot be guaranteed in optimal μ-distributions.
Introduction
Several evolutionary multiobjective optimization (EMO) algorithms have been proposed to tackle multiobjective optimization problems. Among them, the indicator-based algorithms are the most recent developments [17, 6, 13] . These algorithms often explicitly optimize a unary quality indicator which maps a set of solutions to a single real value. This not only allows to decouple preference articulation from the search algorithm [17] but also transforms the multiobjective problem into a single-objective one: the goal is no longer to find or approximate the so-called Pareto front, but to find a solution set of fixed size (typically the population size μ) that maximizes the indicator. Therefore, it is important to characterize these solution sets to understand the optimization goal implicitly defined by a given indicator. In particular when benchmarking algorithms on certain test functions, it is highly useful to know the largest possible indicator value achievable with μ points. Throughout the paper, and in line with [2], we use the term optimal μ-distribution for those sets of μ solutions optimizing a given indicator.
One of the most often used quality indicators within indicator-based EMO algorithms is the hypervolume indicator or S-metric which maps a set of solutions to the size of the objective space covered [18] . It has the nice property of being a refinement of the Pareto dominance relation [19] which implies that the optimal μ-distributions contain only solutions that are mapped to the Pareto front [10] . The question of how the optimal μ-distributions are spread over the Pareto front, interestingly, has only gained attention recently. Besides specific results on optimal μ-distributions in the case of linear Pareto fronts [9, 5] , optimal μ-distributions have been theoretically investigated in more detail in [2,1] for bi-objective problems. The main results are an exact characterization of optimal μ-distributions for problems with arbitrary linear Pareto fronts and a limit result in terms of a density for general front shapes that can be described by a continuous and differentiable function f . The density result proves that the empirical density of points converges to a density proportional to the square root of the negative of the first derivative of the front. In other words, it is only the slope of the front which determines how the points that maximize the hypervolume indicator are distributed-independent of the second derivative, i.e., whether the front is convex or concave. It has also been proven in [2] that for certain types of fronts, no finite reference point of the hypervolume indicator allows to have the extreme points in the optimal μ-distribution; for the remaining cases, it has been shown where to place the reference point such that the extremes are included. Later, the relation between optimal μ-distributions for the hypervolume indicator and the approximation ratio has been investigated theoretically as well [11, 7] . However, also in these studies, the results are restricted to only two objectives. The main reason why almost no results about optimal μ-distributions for 3-objective problems are known 1 is that the geometry of the hypervolume becomes more complicated in higher dimensions. We will see later on that, e.g., the hypervolume contributions of single points are not anymore simple rectangles or cuboids if 3-objective problems are considered and that all solutions can have an influence on the optimal placement of one point-in comparison to the local property proven in [2] for bi-objective problems.
Contributions of this paper. In this paper, we present for the first time theoretical results about optimal μ-distributions for the hypervolume indicator for more than 2 objectives, in contrast to [2, 1, 11, 7] where only bi-objective problems were tackled. Besides fundamental results on the existence and the monotonicity of optimal μ-distributions (Sec. 3), we prove fundamental, yet often not obvious statements about the shape of the hypervolume contribution of a single solution (Sec. 4) and investigate their implications on optimal μ-distributions-in particular on the influence of the reference point (Sec. 5). More specifically, we prove that situations exist (and characterize them) for which the extreme points of the Pareto front will never be contained in an optimal μ-distribution for 3-objective problems which covers the results for the bi-objective case of [2] . The results show in particular, that the investigation of optimal μ-distributions is, indeed, more difficult for 3-objective problems than in the case of 2 objectives.
Preliminaries
Without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.), we consider minimization problems where the vector-valued objective function is defined as F : X → Ê k and k is the number of objectives. In this paper, k = 3 most of the time. We say F maps a solution x ∈ X
